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Main products:
Laparoscopy, surgery, ventilation, ionm, neurology

Our company:
COMEPA Industries has built its reputation by creating innovative technology-driven solutions, from space technology to high-performance medical instruments fabrics.
Comepa is perpetuating its 50-plus year tradition of product innovation in two areas. The ELECTRONIC division focus its developments to design and manufacture high performance thermal switches for Space Industry and its excellence is recognized by the famous ESA qualification.
The MEDICAL division provides creative solutions to complex medical situations. It has developed many visionary instrumentation concepts in surgery, cardiology and neurology. The flexible X-LINE range of laparoscopic instrument demonstrate the capabilities of COMEPA to bring customers innovation, expertise and custom designed solutions.

International activity
• Brazil
• India
• Europe
• Middle East
Main products:
Doppler scanners

Our company:
ECM French ultrasound manufacturer for 25 years presents a range of color Doppler scanners:

- **IMAGYNE**: trolley-based, triplex, full postprocessing, automatic IMT, 4D option and many other features for perfect examinations in OB/GYN, vascular etc.
- **EXAGYNE**: transportable, with same features as Imagyne in a battery-operated version, automatic PW adjustments, customizable interface, 15” screen, two probe connectors. Perfect for sedentary OB/GYN examinations and ambulatory uses.
- **EXAGO**: ultra-portable, amazingly good image quality, strong Doppler sensitivity, only 3.2 kg, exceptional battery-length. Everything for fields where real portability is required: anesthesia, vascular access, OB/GYN in remote areas etc.

The user-friendliness of the French ECM scanners is appreciated by doctors all over the world.

---

126 boulevard de la République
16000 ANGOULEME
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Patrice EMERY
Director
ecm@ecmscan.com

Eva GALMAR
Sales Manager
ecm@ecmscan.com

International activity

- **Worldwide**
Main products:
Implants: hernias eventrations – Incontinence et Prolapse

Our company:
MICROVAL is a company dedicated to the design and manufacturing of innovative implants, prostheses and instruments for surgical repair.

• Development, design, manufacture and marketing of implants used in the areas of cardiovascular, gastrointestinal and urology surgeries.
• Packaging implants in controlled atmosphere area.
• Sterilization of medical devices with ethylene oxide (ISO 11135) and GAMMA radiation (ISO11137), MICROVAL is certified ISO13485 and all our medical devices are CE marked.

In addition, our R & D department offers professionalism and experience to meet all your requirements.
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France
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Magali REYNAUD
Executive Assistant
m.reynaud@microval.fr
Main products:
O&P components manufacturer

Our company:
Founded in 1913, PROTEOR Handicap Technologie is the main orthopaedics company in France for fitting patients and has established itself as a major manufacturer and supplier of O&P components worldwide.

For fitting more than 20,000 patients per year, PROTEOR relies on a network of more than 40 branches in the main French cities. It also has fitting subsidiaries in Luxembourg, Czech Republic and Morocco, plus its own supply structures in China, Czech Republic and Northern America.

Over the years, PROTEOR has invented many products such as the Stepwell silicone gel liners, the energy-storing Dyna feet range, the Hydeal hydraulic polycentric knee for K2-K3 activity patients, the famous Keasy thermoformable cone, or the OdrA orthosis for the symptomatic treatment of knee osteoarthritis.

International activity
• Europe
• America
• Asia
• UAE
• Africa
Main products:
Products for disinfection, disinsectisation

Our company:
For more than 35 Years, PSA has developed innovative solutions for decontamination of controlled areas and high risk environments. PSA is specialized in High Efficiency air purification solutions. Our systems meets the requirements of hospitals regarding the prevention against hospital acquired infections and also is efficient in the industrial field.

We are manufacturing new mobile concept for the aerial decontamination of surfaces system EFV 100 (disinfection, disinsectisation).

We are in conformity with the new BIOCID E Regulation (EU Biocide directive 98/9/CE).
Main products:
Diagnostic, BPM, monitors & stations, electronic tourniquets

Our company:
SPENGLER is a hundred-years-old French company, market leader in diagnostic devices since 1907.
The company know how is to meet the market needs by adapting its products range and services offer.
1907, Invention of the sphygomanometer by doctors Vaquez and Laubry. This invention was introduced on the market by Emile Spengler. 2014, Spengler designs, manufactures and sells its strong products & brands.
Leader in France Europe, Middle East & Africa for blood pressure monitors
• A company which capitalize on its 107 years of experience in the monitoring of blood pressure
• A customers’ network all over in Europe, Middle East & Africa
• A company recognized by purchasing platforms of public and private hospitals
• A professional team looking for challenges and close to its customers
• A synergy of product ranges allowing an access to all the market actors.

Spengler

FRENCH MANUFACTURER SINCE 1907

670 rue Jean Perrin
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Export Sales
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npaladin@spengler.fr

Booth 623 I
Main products:
Materials for orthopedic and traumatology implants, ancillaries and surgical instruments: special stainless steels, cobalt-chromium alloys and titanium alloys.

Our company:
STAINLESS, established in France in 1928, holds a very large inventory of high quality materials for orthopedic and traumatology implants, ancillaries and surgical instruments: special stainless steels, cobalt-chromium alloys and titanium alloys. We serve the medical industry all around the world – including Turkey - and are an approved and trusted supplier of STRYKER, BIOMET, ZIMMER, DEPUY, SYMMETRY, MARLE, etc.

Stainless has built its strong image with the strict control of its supply chain, ensuring products traceability and stable quality, and through its praised dedication to service quality and reactivity. We proudly offer technical services, advising customers with material choices and giving full support to reach the full potential of our materials.

STAINLESS is ISO 9001 and ISO 13485 certified.

International activity
- Allemagne
- UK
- Italy
- Spain
- Turkey
- Asia
Main products:
Specialized manufacturer mobile trucks, trailers

Our company:
TOUTENKAMION S.A. is a specialist body builder with a wide range of different customers. We are mainly professionals in broadcasting and television, motor sports, medical support, healthcare, education, training, event marketing, roadshow, marketing, exhibitions, etc. The bodywork with or without extensions is individually designed for each application of mobile workplace in any desired dimension. Design, construction and fitting out of the interior are entirely completed in the factory of toutenkamion s.a. Sales are worldwide into approx. 30 countries, mainly to Europe, Asia, Africa and the Far-East.

TOUTENKAMION S.A. is since 1996 certified for ISO 9001 and owns the refrigerator cooland approval. In March 2012 we have been certified ISO 14001/2004 by the TÜV authority. This certification has been made possible by the persistent commitment of all our staffs and our partners.

International activity
• Worldwide
Main products:
Autoclavable thermoplastics as rods and sheets: POM C-PPSU-PROPYLUX-PEI-PC. CNC

Our company:
Two activities under the same roof: Autoclavable thermoplastics as rods and sheets: POM C-PPSU-PROPYLUX-PEI-PC. CNC machining of plastic parts for the medical sector (UHMWPE hip and knee implants and trials).
Business France is the national agency supporting the international development of the French economy, responsible for fostering export growth by French businesses, as well as promoting and facilitating international investment in France.

It promotes France’s companies, business image and nationwide attractiveness as an investment location, and also runs the V.I.E international internship program.

Founded on January 1, 2015 through a merger between UBFARANCE and the Invest in France Agency, Business France has 1,500 personnel, both in France and in 70 countries throughout the world, who work with a network of public- and private-sector partners.

For further information, please visit: www.businessfrance.fr

Contact in France
Head Office in Paris
BUSINESS FRANCE
77 boulevard Saint-Jacques - 75014 PARIS
Tel: +33 (0)1 40 73 33 88
jennifer.olszowy@businessfrance.fr

Contact in Turkey
BUSINESS FRANCE
B.P. 46 - Odakule Is Merkezi Kat. 10
34430 BEYOGLU - ISTANBUL
Hande COSKUN:
hande.coskun@businessfrance.fr